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Franchise Requirements 

Franchises must be named in accordance with the governing theme of the league that you are in. Any                  
deviation to franchise rules will leave owner subject to replacement, so while there are creative choices                
they are limited.  Themes are as follows: 
 
NDBL: Major North American Markets. Cities, States or Regions of more than 250k people not already                
represented. Note: Market size wasn’t a requirement until 2014 thus why there are smaller markets               
that exist in the league today.  
AAA: Contains 2 Sub Leagues, The Watermelon & The Pacific Coast Leagues. The Watermelon League               
is limited to teams representing real cities, states and regions in Florida, Georgia, Alabama, North               
Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Mississippi & Louisiana. The Pacific Coast League is limited to               
teams representing real cities, states and regions in California, Nevada, Oregon, Washington, British             
Columbia, Alaska & Hawaii  
AA: Contains 2 Sub Leagues, The Tumbleweed & The Great Lakes League. The Tumbleweed League is                 
limited to teams representing real cities, states and regions in Arizona, New Mexico, Texas, Arkansas,               
Oklahoma, Missouri, Kansas & Nebraska. The Great Lakes League is limited to teams representing real               
cities, states and regions in Minnesota, Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin, Michigan, Indiana, Ohio, Ontario &              
Kentucky 
A: Contains 2 Sub Leagues, The Patriot & The Mountain Leagues . The Patriot League is limited to                   
teams representing real cities, states and regions in Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire, New York,              
Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, New Jersey, Delaware, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia,          
West Virginia & Canada East of Ontario. The Mountain League is limited to teams representing real                
cities, states and regions in Colorado, Utah, Idaho, Wyoming, Montana, North & South Dakota & Canada                
West of Ontario (excluding BC).  
 
 
 



Owner Requirements 

Owners must be ACTIVE. This entails the following 

1) Able to attend the initial live league draft or offline yearly drafts in years beyond.  

2) Change lineups on a weekly basis 

3) Respond to trade requests reasonably  

4) Pay attention and participate on league page, chat box and league polls  

5) Continue changing lineups and participate in consolation tourney 

6) Participate in offseason activities (minimal) 

7) No Cheating, Selling or Buying Players, Collusion or any Dishonesty  

8) Are OK with the nature of GM promotion and demotion that exists in the FFSN.   

 

Draft 

This is a dynasty league so the future of a team’s success relies on what the GM is able to do in the 33                        

player introductory draft. Each year after there will be an optional 4 round supplemental/ rookie offline                

draft where any free agent (not just prospects) may be selected. All teams must reduce their rosters to                  

the league maximum (33) players before the start of the draft. Each fewer player selected as a keeper                  

(down to the minimum of  29) provides that team with a draft pick.  

33 Keepers No Picks 

32 1st Round or highest round available 

31 Top 2 Rounds available 

30 Top 3 Rounds available 

29 Top 4 Rounds available 

 

You may trade draft picks but you may only use selections in the next draft (IE: You may not trade a                     

2017 draft pick until the start of the 2016 draft). Trading of picks requires trading GM’s to post details of                    

the trade on the league message board.  

 

The keeper deadline occurs before the draft, in addition to always carrying 33 or fewer players through,                 

GM’s are required to observe the position limits in place for pitchers and batters.  

 

Supplemental Picks 

 

New  GM’s receiving upward promotions into new leagues will receive a supplemental draft pick for 

their first season unless the team they took over qualified for the previous season’s playoffs.   The 

supplemental pick will take place between the first and second rounds of the draft.    In addition, there is 

an FFSN rule that any player of your roster who dies during the regular season (suicide excluded) will 

result in a supplemental pick.  

 

 

Playoffs 

6 teams will make the CONFERENCE EXCLUSIVE playoffs. The top two conference winners will receive               

byes in the first round of the playoffs. Based on regular season standings, the second and third team in                   



EACH conference will play each other in said first round to see who will go on and play the conference                    

champ in the Conference Title Game. The losers of the first round match up’s will play each other in a                    

two round best of combined score fifth place game (winner gets a better draft order). The winners will                  

go on to play the first week bye teams in the second round to see who will advance to the league                     

championship game and who will instead play in the third place game (where the winner will again, get a                   

better draft order).  

 

Setting Next Season’s Draft Order 

Baseball doesn’t involve an incentive based system to determine the top draft order for the following                

season. Baseball simply puts teams in reverse order of standings for the 8 non non playoff teams with                  

the most season points serving as a tie breaker advantage. Pick 9 goes to the winner of the 5th place                    

game and 10 goes to the loser. Pick 11 goes to the winner of the 3rd place game and pick 12 goes to the                        

loser.  Pick 13 goes to the loser of the championship and pick 14 to the champion of the league.  

 

Tie Breakers 

League standings tie breakers will always benefit the team with the most collective points scored. If 

two teams finish with the same record, they will get the better post season position, regardless if they 

are in the playoffs or with the draft order. In the rare case a game ends in a tie, bench points will                      

determine the 

winner.  

Teams & Prospects 

Teams will consist of 10 offensive starters and 9 defensive starters. There will be 14 additional roster 

spots and 5 injured reserve spots. There is no separate “farm” system in this league however, carrying                 

prospects was implied by design (roster size) and is encouraged however, not mandated. In english, you                

may have prospects on your team or you may choose to not carry them at all. A key cog to the art of                       

this league is the delicate balance involved with prospects and at what point carrying too many or too                  

few is detrimental in terms of both winning now and competing later. Only players in the ESPN universe                  

may be drafted.  

 

Scoring 

Check out league page to see scoring categories but scoring is weighted somewhat evenly between  

batting and pitching and contains bonus incentives to reward historic games. In addition, there are               

points provided for depth stats that allow middle relievers and gold glove fielders to remain relevant.                

Points are purposely increased in volume from other points league to latently penalize GM’s who don’t                

pay attention to daily changes or lineup fluxuations.  

 

Wagering 

Though this isn't a traditional “money league”, volunteer wagering between owners on individual             

weekly match ups is legal as long as it is made public documented on the league page prior to that                    

weeks match up. Understand that selling or buying players, defined as packaging players or picks with                

any element non player or pick is not under any circumstance acceptable and will result in league                 

banishment.  



 

 

FFSN Affiliation 

The FFSN is a cluster of 12 dynasty leagues covering all 4 major sports (Football, Baseball, Basketball and                  

Hockey). AA Dynasty will be the third baseball league established joining the FFSN. All league rules will                 

mirror those of the top league, the NDFL and are outlined here. This league will operate as any other                   

league does as an independent dynasty league however, there are added benefits through FFSN              

association A) You will have opportunities to join similar leagues in other sports & be eligible for an                  

annual multisport competition, the Rezy’s. B) You will have optional access to promotion and may be                

subject to demotion between leagues based on your performance by way of a ladder system of                

achievement. 

 

FFSN Ladder System Explained 

  

You might have heard of fantasy sports “experts” competitions such as Tout Wars, LABR and ESPN Man’s                 

League. This is my attempt to start a similar contest but factoring in dynasty leagues. Furthermore, I am                  

making every attempt to mimic the process of running an actual sports franchise. For the people in                 

already established top tier leagues, it solidifies the guarantee that competition will be at its best year                 

after year as well as creating a King of the Hill type element that prevents you from “checking out” if                    

seasons don’t start off too solid. For newbies in the FFSN however, you have the fortune of simulating                  

the experience of a new coach or GM working their way up the ranks and not just making the show, but                     

staying there as well.  

Promotional Ladder Priority 

 

You receive an “Automatic Promotion” for winning your league championship. In addition, you may also               

force a promotion in the event that you A) Finish in the Top 3 of your league AND B) Have the most                      

career baseball specific “resume points” of the top 3 GM’s not already accepting promotion AND C)                

Have resume points than a GM in the upper league who is eligible for demotion.  

 

In addition, if there are vacancies in leagues then there may be “Optional Promotions”. Optional               

promotions are offered in order to the GM in the FFSN system based on baseball specific resume points.                  

It is possible for a GM to “jump leagues” which cannot happen w/ forced promotions. Optional                

promotions are naturally a result of turnover in the league above, since they are not dependent on a                  

demotion to occur.  

Demotional Ladder Priority  

 

First year GM’s are exempt from demotion as new GM’s are granted a 2 year minimum contract.                 

Additionally, teams that qualify for the their conference playoffs that season are also exempt from               

demotion. A Demotion is forced when A) The championship GM in the league below accepts promotion                

and B) you finish dead last in the league according to total points scored for the season or second to                    

last if the team in dead last is exempt for either stated reason. You may also be forced into demotion                    

if you A) Finish in the bottom 2 in total points AND B) A top 3 finishing GM in the league below with                       

more resume points chooses to be promoted.  



 

Bullet Points on Demotion/ Promotion 

 

There may be no more than 2 forced promotions per league per season 

The championship team gets to choose which replacement team if option exists 

Demotion priority based on resume points  

In the event that both bottom spot GMs are exempt, no promotions will be forced that year.  

PROMOTIONS ARE OPTIONAL, DEMOTIONS ARE NOT  

 

 

Resume Points 

Resume Points are provided to GM’s based on career wins and other milestone victories at each level to 

accurately quantify the process of promotion.  GM’s in upper tier leagues naturally earn more points 

which helps them land decent jobs if they fall backwards and GM’s in lower leagues get lesser points as 

they would need to prove themselves at every level upwards.  

 

League PTS Per Win* Playoff Win Con Champs League Champs Max  

NDBL 4 8 12 25 125  

AAA 3 6 9 18 93  

AA 2 4 7 14 65  

A 1 4 6 14 48 

 

 

 

NDBL Shawn Lloyd Modest Warrior Championship Outcomes  

2012 Bristol (Lloyd) beats point Place (Feltman) 

2013 Duluth (Fischer) beats Bristol (Lloyd) 

2014 Duluth (Fischer) beats Bristol (Lloyd) 

2015 Point Place (Feltman) beats Duluth (Fischer) 

2016 Scottsdale Aces (Smith) beats Bristol (Lloyd) 

2017 Joliet (Johnson) beats Duluth (Fischer) 

AAA Title 

2015 Vancouver (Martin) beats Bradenton (Nichols)  

2016 Bradenton (Nichols) beats Eugene (Fischer) 

2017 Eugene (Fischer) beats Orlando (Henderson) 

AA Title 

2016 Northwest Arkansas (Turner) beats St. Paul (MiCallef) 

2017 Sedona (Campbell) beats Lake Erie (Yonkof) 

A Title 

2016 Staten Island (Philips) beats Idaho Falls (Yonkof) 

2017 Salem (Zimmerman) beats Wyoming (Fischer) 

 



Alltime FFSN Baseball Leagues  (Thru 2017) 

NDBL AAA AA A Total 

Togz 437 437 

Ace Feltman 405 405 

Farhon Smith 349 349 

Shaun Lloyd 348 348 

Jon Mertz 250 250 

Carl Meck 240 240 

Clint Johnson 217 217 

Tim Avery 196 196 

Matt Stromquist 181 181 

Myke Connelly 165 165 

Bob Henderson 50 88 138 

Chris Martin 60 78 138 

Manny Tamayo 112 112 

Danny Turner 45 50 95  

Miggy Martinez 12 75 87 

Jimmy DeBew 28 54 82 

Casey Campbell 77 77 

Sean Van Kirk 75 75 

Ryan Baikal 75 75 

Matthew Whipps 75 75 

Tony Gjerdahl 66 66 

Jason Phillips 24 36 60 

JT Dillard 48 11 59 

Michael Bolding 58 58 

Johnny Sampson 24 33 57 

Trey Meyer 54 54 

Dylan Nichols 8 45 53 

Simon Goddard 51 51 

Drew Decker 26 24 50 



David MiCallef 21 26 47 

Alex Vanderlaan 45 45 

Matt Yonkof 24 17 41 

Terry Kilbourne 39 39 

Andy Rutigliano 38 38 

RS Majorczak 36 36 

Michael Horowitz 18 18 36 

Sammy Salwai 36 36 

Adam Kiss 36 36 

Aaron Zimmerman 36 36 

Nick Brooks 32 32 

Josh Potter 32 32 

Zach Ingber 30 30 

Brent Campbell 28 28 

Michael Kay 16 9 25 

Andrew Alegre 24 24 

Steve Pitoscia 24 24 

Nick Tabak 22 22 

Cody Dalga 12 10 22 

Bobby Swinsick 22 22 

Nathan Avery 18 18 

Daryll Tenney 18 18 

Philip Hubbard 14 14 

Kevin Capalieto 12 12 

Mark Maimoni 10 10 

Joseph Majorczak 9 9 

Lyman Paige 8 8 

Michael Shaunessy 7 7 

Peter Gauthier 7 7 

Joe Janots 6 6 

Chris Schmelzie 6 6 

Johnny Krznaric 6 6 



Garrret Lessman 5 5 

Jason Bostic 5 5 

Matthew Hoff 4 4 

Ty Plate 4 4 

Barry Baker 3 3 

 

 

 

 






